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20 organisations were represented at 2 coordination meetings
2 Information Management Products published
38 organisations supported by 3 Government Institutions
14 participants from 4 organisations were trained on Cargo Movement Notifications

CARGO STORAGE
4,392 m³
1,190 MT
of cargo received for storage in sites managed by
Première Urgence Internationale, INTERSOS, Solidarités International, EoleAfrica, ACTED
ON BEHALF OF 17 ORGANISATIONS
ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CHRISTIAN AID, DANISH REFUGEES COUNCIL, FHI 360, INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION FOR AGRARIAN INTERNATIONAL, KOSOVO COMMITTEE, MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL, MÉDECINS DU MONDE FRANCE, MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES OPU, MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES, MÉDICOS DEL MUNDO, MÈDICI, PREMIERE URGENCIE INTERNATIONALE, SAKE THE CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL, SOLIDARITÉS INTERNATIONAL, WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION

AIR CARGO CONSOLIDATION
2.4 m³
1.3 MT
of air cargo consolidated for airlift by UNHAS to 5 locations
ON BEHALF OF 8 ORGANISATIONS
CARE INTERNATIONAL, DANISH REFUGEES COUNCIL, FHI 360, INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MÉDECINS DU MONDE FRANCE, MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES OPU, MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES, MÈDICI, UNICEF, WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION

CARGO BY SECTOR

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF TRUCK MOVEMENT REQUESTS

724 REQUESTS FACILITATED
Accounting for 1,913 truck movements of which 610 required a military escort to 28 locations
ON BEHALF OF 24 ORGANISATIONS
ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ALIMA, CHRISTIAN AID, CORDILLES HOPE FOR SURVIVAL, DANISH REFUGEE COUNCIL, FHI 360, INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION FOR AGRARIAN INTERNATIONAL, KOSOVO COMMITTEE, MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL, MÉDICOS DEL MUNDO, MÈDICI, PREMIERE URGENCIE INTERNATIONALE, SAKE THE CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL, SOLIDARITÉS INTERNATIONAL, UNICEF, UNICEF, WFP, WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION, ZOA

LOGCLOUSTER/SECTOR/NOR16A
The LogCluster Sector is led by
World Food Programme

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data available from the LogClusters Sector and supporting the emergency response operations. It may be revised or updated as new, more complete data becomes available.